In hot-potato (deflection) routing, nodes in the network have no buffers for packets in transit, so that some conflicting packets must be deflected away from their destinations. In this work, we study one-tomany batch routing problems on arbitrary tree topologies with n nodes. The routing time of a routing algorithm is the time for the last packet to reach its destination. Denote by rt * the optimal routing time for a given routing problem.
Introduction
Packet routing is the general task of delivering a set of packets from their sources to their destinations. Hot-potato (or deflection) routing is relevant in networks whose nodes cannot buffer packets in transit -any packet that arrives at a node must immediately be forwarded to another node at the next time step, as if it were a "hot potato". A routing algorithm (or protocol ) specifies at every time step the actions that each node takes while routing the packets. The routing time of the algorithm is the time at which the last packet is delivered to its destination. It is generally desirable for a routing algorithm to deliver all the packets to their destinations as quickly as possible.
Hot-potato routing was introduced by Baran [4] , and since then, hot-potato routing algorithms have been observed to work well in practice [5] . They have been used in parallel machines such as the HEP multiprocessor [31] , the Connection machine [17] , and the Caltech Mosaic C [30] , as well as in high speed communication networks [22] . Hot-potato routing is especially relevant in optical networks where it is difficult to buffer messages [1, 16, 22, 33, 35] .
Here, we consider tree networks (acyclic connected graphs) in which each edge is a bi-directional link. Trees are important because many real-life networks are built upon them (for example, hierarchical infrastructures), which explains the interest that this type of routing problem has generated in the literature (see, for example, [2, 3, 20, 25, 27, 29, 34] ). Furthermore, as articulated by Leighton [20] , a spanning tree can be used to route packets in an arbitrary network. We consider trees in which nodes are synchronous, namely, a global clock defines a discrete time. At each time step t, a node may receive packets, which it forwards to adjacent nodes according to the routing algorithm. These packets reach the adjacent nodes at the next time step t + 1. At each time step, a node is allowed to send at most one packet per link. * We consider one-to-many batch routing problems on trees with n nodes, where each node is the source of at most one packet; however, each node may be the destination of multiple packets. The routing time of a routing-algorithm is the time for the last packet to reach its destination. Denote by rt * the minimum possible routing time for a given routing problem. On a tree, the shortest path between any two nodes is unique. For a given routing problem, consider the set of shortest paths from the sources to destinations. The dilation D, is the maximum length of the paths in this set. The congestion C, is the maximum number of paths from this set that use any link (in either direction). Since at most one packet can traverse an edge in a given direction at each time step, were the packets to follow their shortest paths, the routing time would be Ω(C + D). Since the packets must follow some paths, and, on a tree, these paths must contain the shortest paths, we immediately get that rt * = Ω(C + D). For store-and-forward routing, in which nodes have buffers for storing packets in transit, there are routing algorithms whose performance on trees is close to rt * [7, 19, 21, 24, 26, 28] . However, such algorithms are not applicable when buffers are not available. We consider greedy hot potato routing. A routing algorithm is greedy if a packet always follows a link toward its destination whenever this is possible. In hot-potato routing, a problem occurs if two or more packets appear at the same node at the same time, and all these packets wish to follow the same link at the next time step. This constitutes a conflict between the packets because only one of them can follow that particular link. Since nodes have no buffers, the other packets will have to follow different links that lead them further from their destination. We say that these packets are deflected. In a greedy algorithm, a packet π can be deflected only when another packet makes progress along the link that π wished to follow.
Contributions. We present two hot-potato routing algorithms on trees. These are the first hot-potato routing algorithms on trees with near optimal routing time. Our algorithms are local, and thus distributed: at every time step, each node makes routing decisions locally based only on the packets it receives at that particular time step. Our algorithms are also greedy in the sense that after a packet is injected into the network, it greedily makes progress toward its destination. We assume that each source node knows the tree topology, as well as C and D for the batch routing problem; we emphasize, however, that it need not know the specific sources and destinations of the other packets. The assumption that C and D are known is common to distributed routing algorithms [12, 19, 24, 26, 28] .
In our algorithms, every source node determines the time at which its packet will be injected. From then on, the packet is routed greedily to its destination. In particular, we give the following algorithms:
i. The algorithm Deterministic has routing time O((δ·C +D) lg n) = O(δ·rt * ·lg n), where δ is the maximum node degree in the tree. For bounded degree trees, the routing time is thus O(rt * · lg n). All choices that a node makes in routing the packets can be done deterministically.
ii. The algorithm Randomized has routing time less than κ(C + D) lg 2 n = O(rt * · lg 2 n) with probability at least 1 − 1 n , where κ is a constant. Randomization is used when packets select priorities. These priorities are then used to resolve conflicts.
Note that for bounded-degree trees, the algorithm Deterministic guarantees a routing time that is within a logarithmic factor of optimal. The algorithm Randomized is only an additional logarithmic factor away from optimal; however, it remains so even for non-bounded degree trees.
Our algorithms are based on the idea of assigning levels to the nodes of the tree on the basis of shortnodes: a short-node r of a tree T with n nodes is a node such that if the tree were rooted at r, then each subtree contains at most n/2 nodes. Similarly, one can define short-nodes of r's subtrees, and so on. As we descend deeper into subtrees, the levels of the nodes increase. The level of a packet is the smallest level node that it crosses.
The general idea is that packets at different levels are routed in different phases. We show that there are at most O(lg n) such phases. In the algorithm Deterministic, each phase has a duration O(C + D), while in the algorithm Randomized, in order to get a high probability result, we need to allow the phases to have duration O((C + D) lg n)). Combining this with the bound on the number of phases then leads to our routing time bounds. The heart of both of our algorithms lies in the use of safe deflections, in which packets are only deflected onto edges used by other packets that moved forward in the previous time step.
Related Work. Hot-potato routing algorithms have been extensively studied for various multiprocessor architectures such as the 2-dimensional mesh and torus [6, 11, 13, 15, 18] , the d-dimensional mesh [6, 9] , the hypercube [10, 15] , vertex symmetric networks [23] , and leveled networks [8, 12] . For more details about multiprocessor architectures we suggest [20] . There are no hot-potato algorithms for arbitrary networks that are known to be efficient.
Various routing models for trees have been considered. Matching routing on trees is considered in [2, 27, 34] ; here, at each time step, a set of edges with disjoint endpoints is chosen, and then the packets at the endpoints of each selected edge are exchanged. All of the results in matching routing consider permutation routing problems and provide algorithms with routing time O(n), where n is the number of packets. In [3, 14, 32] , the direct routing model is considered on trees; here, an injection time schedule is computed such that the packets follow shortest paths to their destinations without conflicts. Direct routing algorithms are centralized, i.e., some central node has global information about the routing problem and computes the injection times of all the packets; in contrast, hot-potato routing is distributed and relies on deflections. In [3, 32] direct routing algorithms with routing time O(n) are given. In [14] , a direct routing algorithm (on trees) with optimal O(rt * ) routing time is presented. Roberts et al. [29] consider greedy hot-potato routing and show that there exist permutation problems such that any greedy hot-potato algorithm requires Ω(n) routing time.
To our knowledge, our algorithms are the first hot-potato routing algorithms with near optimal routing time on trees. For fixed paths, hot-potato algorithms that perform close to the congestion+dilation bound have been studied on leveled networks [12] and vertex symmetric networks [23] . For store-and-forward routing, there has been an extensive research on obtaining optimal routing algorithms for arbitrary networks [19, 21, 24, 26, 28] .
Paper Outline. We introduce trees and hot-potato routing in Sections 2 and 3, respectively. In Section 4, we present the algorithm Deterministic and its routing time analysis. In Section 5, we do the same for the algorithm Randomized. We end with some concluding remarks in Section 6.
Trees
A tree T = (V, E) is a connected acyclic graph with |V | = n and |E| = n − 1. The degree of node v is the number of nodes adjacent to v. Let v ∈ V ; then, T induces a subgraph on V − {v} which consists of a short short
Original tree
Tree "rooted" at the short node If v is adjacent to K nodes in T , then there are k disjoint subtrees T 1 , . . . , T k of v, one for each node v i ∈ T i that is adjacent to v. The distance from v to u, is the number of edges in the (unique) shortest path from v to u. The main idea behind our algorithms is to look at the tree from the point of view of a short node (see Figure 1) . A node v in the tree is short if every subtree of v contains at most n/2 nodes. At least one short node is guaranteed to exist; the algorithm Find-Short-Node (Algorithm 1), finds one in O(n) time.
Algorithm: Find-Short-Node(tree T ) Input: A tree T with n nodes v 1 , . . . , v n . Output: A short node of T . begin 1 r ← any arbitrary node of T ; 2 Let T r be the rooted tree with root r. Using a standard pre-order traversal on T r , compute for every node v i , the number of nodes in the subtree of T r which is rooted at v i ;
while X is not short do
5
Let T be a subtree of X in T which contains more than n/2 nodes;
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Let X be the node of T which is adjacent to X (i.e., the "root" node of T );
A tree T may have many short-nodes, however, algorithm Find-Short-Node returns a unique short-node, assuming that the start node r in the algorithm is chosen deterministically. So, from now on, we will assume that a unique short-node is computed by algorithm Find-Short-Node.
We now define (inductively) the level of a node, and the inner-trees of T as follows. The tree T is the only inner-tree at level = 0. The only node at level = 0 is the short node of T . Assume we have defined inner-trees up to level ≥ 0. Every connected component obtained from the inner-trees of level by removing the short nodes of these inner-trees at level is an inner-tree at level + 1. The level + 1 nodes are precisely the short nodes of the inner-trees at level + 1.
It is clear that the above definition inductively defines the inner-trees at all levels; it correspondingly assigns a level to every node. The process is illustrated in Figure 2 . We can easily construct an O(n 2 ) procedure to determine the node levels and inner-trees of T at every level. Further, the following properties (which we state here without proof) hold: (i) every inner tree is a tree, (ii) the maximum level of any node and inner-tree is no more than lg n, (iii) an inner-tree T at level contains a unique node x at level , which is the short node of the inner-tree (we say that x is the inducing node of T ), (iv) any two inner-trees at the same level are disconnected, and (v) all nodes in a level-inner-tree other than the inducing node have 
Packets
Packet Paths. A path is any sequence of nodes (v 1 , v 2 , . . . , v k ). The length of the path is the number of edges in the path. After a packet has been routed from its source to its destination, it has followed some path. We define the original path of a packet π as the shortest path from the source node of the packet to its destination node. This will be the path that would be greedily followed if the packet experiences no deflections.
Let be the minimum level of any node in the original path of π. Then, there is a unique node v with level in the path of π (since otherwise inner-trees of the same level would not be disconnected). Let T be the inner-tree that v is inducing. The whole original path of π must be a subgraph of T (from the definition of inner-trees). We say that the level of packet π is , and that the inner-tree of π is T .
Assume now that packet π is injected into the network. At any time step t, the current path of a packet is the shortest path from the current node that the packet resides at to its destination node. At the moment when the packet is injected, its current path is its original path. While packet π is being routed to its destination, it may deviate from its original path due to deflections. However, the packet traverses each edge of its original path at least once before reaching its destination.
We say that a packet moves forward if it follows the next link of its current path; otherwise, the packet is deflected. When the packet moves forward, its current path gets shorter by removing the edge that the packet follows. Any time that the packet is deflected, its current path grows by the edge on which the packet was deflected. Note that even with deflections, the current path of a packet is always the shortest path from the current node to the destination node.
Packet Routing and Deflections. In our algorithms, a packet remains in its source node until a particular time step at which the packet becomes active. When the packet becomes active, it is injected at the first available time step on which the first link of its original path is not used by any other packets that reside at its source node. We call such an injection a canonical injection.
After a packet is injected in the network, the packet moves forward to the destination. At each time step, each node in the network does the following: (i) the node receives packets from adjacent nodes, (ii) the node makes routing decisions, and (iii) according to these decisions, the node sends packets to adjacent nodes.
We say that two or more packets meet if they appear in the same node at the same time step. We say that two or more packets conflict if they meet at some time step wish to follow the same link forward. In a conflict, one of the packets will successfully follow the link, while the other packets must be deflected. In a greedy algorithm, a packet always attempts to follow its forward link unless it is deflected by another packet with which it conflicts for the same edge. The algorithms we consider here are greedy.
In our algorithms, packets are deflected in a particular fashion so as to ensure that the congestion of the edges never increases. Consider a node v at time step t. Let S f denote the set of packets which moved forward in the previous time step t − 1, and now appear in v at time step t. Let E f be the set of edges that the packets in S f followed at time t − 1. Let π be a packet in node v that is deflected at time t. Node v first attempts to deflect π along an edge in E f , failing which any other edge adjacent to v is used for the deflection. Thus, π is not deflected on E f only if other packets use all the edges of E f . We call this process of deflecting packets canonical deflection.
If π successfully follows an edge in E f , then we say that the deflection of π is safe. We will show that in our algorithms, the deflections are always safe. Safe deflections have the following effect. Let e be the edge of E f that π will be deflected on. Let σ be the packet of S f that followed e at time step t − 1. Then, the edge e is transferred from the current path of σ to the current path of π; thus, the edges "recycle" from one path to another path. We now show that when injections and deflections are canonical, the deflections are always safe.
Lemma 3.1 If packet injections and deflections are canonical, then packet deflections are also safe.
Proof: Let v be some node, and S the set of packets that will be routed from v at time step t. We write S = S f ∪ S d ∪ S i , where S f , S d and S i are disjoint sets such that: S f are those packets which moved forward at time step t − 1, in order to appear in v at time step t; S d are those packets that were deflected at time step t − 1; S i are those packets which are injected at time step t in node v. Let E f and E d denote the sets of edges adjacent to v which the packets in S f and S d followed respectively, at time step t − 1. Clearly,
Let S denote the set of packets of S that will be deflected. We only need to show that the packets of S follow edges of E f .
We can write S f = S 1 ∪ S 2 ∪ S 3 ∪ S 4 , where S 1 are packets that will move forward on edges of E f , S 2 are packets that will move forward on edges of E d , S 3 are packets that will move forward on edges not in E f ∪ E d , and S 4 are packets that will be deflected; sets S 1 , S 2 , S 3 , S 4 are disjoint. Furthermore, we can write S d = S 5 ∪ S 6 , where S 5 are packets of S d that will move forward on edges of E d and S 6 are packets that will be deflected; sets S 5 and S 6 are disjoint. Clearly, S = S 4 ∪ S 6 .
For every packet of S f which moves forward on an edge of E d , a packet of S d must be deflected. This implies that |S 2 | = |S 6 |. Let A be the set of edges of E f that are not used by packets of S 1 ; in other words, A is the set of edges of E f on which safe deflections can occur. We have that
Subsequently, all packets can be deflected on edges of E f . It follows that all deflections, if made canonically are safe, concluding the proof.
Consider some edge e. The congestion of edge e at time t, denoted C t e , is the number of current paths that go through edge e at the beginning of time step t. Let C t = max e∈E C t e , namely, C t denotes the network congestion at time t. Note that C = C 0 . Safe deflections imply that for any edge e and any time step t, C t e is no more than C 0 e , since edges are transferred from one current path to another one due to deflections, and the number of original paths crossing e is C 0 e . Therefore, from Lemma 3.1 we obtain: Lemma 3.2 If packet injections and deflections are canonical, then C t ≤ C, for any t ≥ 0.
Deflection Sequences. In the analysis of our algorithm Deterministic, we use a technique developed by Borodin et al. [9, Section 2], called a "general charging scheme", with which they analyze deflection routing algorithms. Below, we adapt the discussion from [9, Section 2] so that it is appropriate for trees. Consider a packet π that was deflected at time t 1 by packet π 1 . Define a deflection sequence and a deflection path with respect to this deflection as follows. Follow packet π 1 starting at time t 1 either to its destination or up to time t 2 > t 1 , when it is deflected for the first time after t 1 by some packet π 2 . Follow π 2 from time t 2 either to its destination or until some other time t 3 > t 2 , when π 2 is deflected for the first time after t 2 by some packet π 3 . Continue in the same manner until a packet π j is followed to its destination. Define the sequence of packets: π 1 , π 2 , . . . , π j as the deflection sequence of π at time t 1 . Define the path that follows this sequence of packets from the point of deflection to the destination of π j to be the deflection path. (See Figure 3. ) Claim 3.3 [9] Suppose that for any deflection of packet π from node v to node u, the shortest path from node u to the destination of π j (the last path in the deflection sequence) is at least as long as the deflection path. Then, π j cannot be the last packet in any other deflection sequence of packet π.
Clearly, Claim 3.3 holds for greedy routing on trees. Claim 3.3 implies that we can "charge" the deflection of π to packet π j , in the sense that when a packet is deflected another packet makes it to the destination. This implies the following corollary. Corollary 3.4 [9] If the deflection sequence for each of the deflections incurred by a routing algorithm satisfies the conditions of Claim 3.3, then the arrival time of each packet is bounded by dist(π) + 2(k − 1), where dist(π) is the length of the shortest path from the source of packet π to its destination and k is the number of packets.
A Deterministic Algorithm
Here we present the algorithm Deterministic (Algorithm 2). Each node is the source of at most one packet. Let v be a node which is the source of a packet π. In this algorithm, v first computes the level of the packet. Then according to the packet level, node v makes π active at a particular time step. The packet then moves greedily in the network until it is absorbed at its destination.
Algorithm: Deterministic
Input: A tree T of maximum node degree δ; A set of packets Π with path congestion C and dilation D; Each node is the source of one packet; Each node knows T, C, D; Do for each packet π of level : begin Packet π moves greedily to its destination; end Algorithm 2: Deterministic Lemma 3.1 implies that all deflections are safe. We proceed by analyzing the routing time of the algorithm. Let m be the maximum level in T (note that m ≤ lg n). We divide time into consecutive phases φ 0 , φ 1 , . . . , φ m , such that each phase consists of τ time steps. Write Π = Π 0 , Π 1 , . . . , Π m , where Π i are packets of level i. From the algorithm, the packets of set Π i become active at the first time step of phase φ i . We will show that all packets of level i are absorbed during phase φ i . In particular, we will show that the following invariants hold, where i ≥ 0:
In order to show that the properties P i are indeed invariants, we will first show that the following induction hypothesis holds, where i ≥ 0, and P −1 is taken to be true by default:
holds, then all packets of Π i are absorbed by the end of phase φ i . Now, we will consider a particular level ≥ 0 and phase φ . Assume that P −1 holds (namely, all packets of Π 0 ∪ Π 1 ∪ · · · ∪ Π −1 have been absorbed by the end of phase φ −1 ). We will show that Q holds; namely, we will show that all packets of Π will be absorbed by the end of phase φ . Notice that in phase φ the only packets injected are those of Π . So, from now on, we will consider phase φ and only the packets Π . We will show that each packet remains inside its inner-tree for the entire duration of φ . (Note that an inner-tree can be connected with another inner-tree of lower level.) Lemma 4.1 During phase φ , each packet of Π remains inside its inner-tree.
Proof: Assume for contradiction that some packet of Π leaves its inner-tree during phase φ . Let π be the first packet which leaves its inner-tree, and let t be the time step at which this event occurs. That is, at time step t, packet π appears in a node v which is not in its inner-tree, and at time step t − 1, packet π was in a node u in its inner-tree. Thus, in node u and time t − 1, packet π is deflected, since the destination of π is in its inner-tree. Since deflections are safe, there must be another packet σ that moved forward from node v to node u at time step t − 2. Since inner-trees of the same level are disjoint, we have that packet σ left its inner-tree before packet π, a contradiction.
From Lemma 4.1, it follows that only packets of the same inner-tree meet with each other; thus, only packets of the same inner-tree may conflict with each other. From now on, we will consider only packets of some particular inner-tree T of level , and denote the level-inducing node of T by r. Next, we show that every packet with inner-tree T will be absorbed in phase φ .
Corollary 3.4, applies to Algorithm Deterministic. For any packet π, we have that dist(p) ≤ D. Moreover, at the beginning of phase φ , the number of packets in inner-tree T does not exceed δ · C, since: (i) the original path of each packet of T goes through node r, (ii) the degree of r is at most δ, and (iii) each edge adjacent to r has congestion C τ · ≤ C (a consequence of Lemma 3.2). Further, no more packets can be added in T during phase φ . Thus, from Corollary 3.4, all packets in inner-tree T will be absorbed within a period of time 2(δ · C − 1) + D = τ . Subsequently, all packets of inner-tree T are absorbed by the end of phase φ . This implies that all packets of Π are absorbed by the end of phase φ . Therefore, we have shown the following lemma: Lemma 4.2 Q holds for all ≥ 0.
Since P −1 holds, by induction, we have the following result. 
A Randomized Algorithm
Here, we present the algorithm Randomized (Algorithm 3). The difference between Randomized and Deterministic is that the packets now have priorities. There are two levels of priority: low and high. At any time step, a packet is in one of these two priorities. A packet of high priority has precedence over a packet of low priority in a conflict. Conflicts between packets of the same priority are resolved arbitrarily in a canonical fashion. Initially, when a packet becomes active, it has low priority. The packet may change its priority only after a conflict. If a packet is deflected, its priority is set to high with probability p (where p is specified in the algorithm), and to low with probability 1 − p, independent of its previous priority. In the analysis, we will show that a packet with high priority will reach its destination without being deflected w.h.p.
Lemma 3.1 implies that all deflections are safe. We now proceed with the routing time analysis of the algorithm. Let m be the maximum level in T (note that m ≤ lg n). We divide time into consecutive phases φ 0 , . . . , φ m , and the packets into different sets Π 0 , . . . , Π m , as we did in Section 4. We also consider the properties P i for 0 ≤ i ≤ m, as defined in Section 4. We will show that properties P i hold with high probability. In order to do this, we will first show that if P i−1 holds for any particular i ≥ 0 then P i holds with high probability (a probabilistic version of Q i as defined in Section 4. Now, we consider a particular level ≥ 0 and phase φ . Let t 1 , t 2 , . . . , t τ denote the time steps of phase φ . Assume that P −1 holds (namely, all packets of Π 0 ∪ Π 1 ∪ · · · ∪ Π −1 have been absorbed by the end of phase φ −1 ). We will show that Q holds with high probability; namely, we will show that all packets of When packet π becomes active it has low priority;
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If π is deflected at time step t, then on the next time step t + 1, the priority of π becomes high with probability p = 1/(4(C + D)), and low with probability 1 − p (no matter what the previous priority was). The packet preserves the new priority until the next deflection; end Algorithm 3: Randomized Π will be absorbed by the end of phase φ with high probability. Notice that in phase φ the only packets injected are those of φ . So, we will consider only the packets Π . Notice that Lemma 4.1 holds. Thus, from now on, we will consider only packets of some particular inner-tree T of level , and denote the levelinducing node of T by r. We will show that every packet with inner-tree T will be absorbed in phase φ , with high probability. Let T 1 , T 2 , . . . , T w denote the subtrees of r in T . We first show some interesting properties about these subtrees.
Lemma 5.1
The number of level-packets with destinations in T j , for 1 ≤ j ≤ w, is at most C.
Proof: Let e denote the edge that connects T j with node r. All the level-packets with destination in T j use e, and since the edge congestion never increases (Lemma 3.1), there can be at most C such packets.
Lemma 5.2 Consider any time step t i , 1 ≤ i ≤ τ , and any subtree T j , 1 ≤ j ≤ w. The number of packets that appear in T j at time step t i is at most C.
Proof: Let A denote the set of packets with sources in T j and B the set of packets with destinations in T j . Let e be the edge that connects tree T j with r. It must be that |A| + |B| ≤ C, since all the packets in A and B have edge e on their original path, and the congestion can not exceed C.
Let X i denote the set of packets which appear in T j at time step t i . We can write X i = Y i ∪ Z i , where Y i are packets with destinations outside T j , and Z i are packets with destinations in T j . We know that Y 1 = A. For i > 1, we can write |Y i | = |A| + a − b, where a is the number of packets which entered T j , and b is the number of packets which left T j , between time steps t 1 and t i , and all these packets have destinations outside T j . Consider a packet π with destination outside T j , which enters T j in time step t i (i.e. packet π traverses e at time step t i−1 ). It must be that packet π has entered the network due to a deflection. Since deflections are safe, it must be that another packet σ ∈ Y i−2 followed edge e forward at time step t i−2 (i.e. packet σ has its destination outside T j ). Thus, for any packet similar to π that enters T j , there is another similar to σ the leaves T j . This implies that a ≤ b. Therefore, |Y i | ≤ |A|. Moreover, we know that
We define the depth of a node v, as the distance of the node from r, and the depth of a packet as the depth of the node in which it appears.
Lemma 5.3 At time step
Proof: We will show a stronger result: at time step t i , packets in subtree T j have depth ≤ D, and packets at level D are in isolation, i.e., no more than one depth-D packet appears in the same node. We prove the claim by induction on i.
For i = 1, the claim holds trivially, since every node is the source of one packet which is injected in isolation at time step t 1 ; moreover, the original path dilation does not exceed D. Assume that the claim is true for any time step t i , where 1 ≤ i < k ≤ τ and consider time step t k . Note that the destination node of any packet has depth at most D (since the length of the original paths are at most D and all these paths cross node r). From the induction hypothesis, at time step t k−1 , all packets have depth D or lower. Consider the packets at depth D at time step t k−1 (by the induction hypothesis, these packets are in isolation). It must be that these packets wish to move to depth D − 1, since none of them have reached their destinations, and all of them have destinations at depth D or lower. All these packets successfully follow the links toward depth D − 1, at time step t k . Therefore, at time step t k , no packet will have depth greater than D. Moreover, at time step t k the packets at depth D can only be packets which had depth D − 1 at time step t k−1 (since, from the induction hypothesis, there are no packets at depth D + 1 at step t k−1 ). These packets will appear in isolation at depth D on time step t k , since each of these packets follows a different edge leading to depth D. Thus the claim holds for time step t k , and the lemma follows by induction. Proof: From Lemma 5.2, we know that the number of packets that appear in T j at time step t a are at most C. At any subsequent time step, at most one new packet enters subtree T j , which implies that during period R, the number of different packets that appeared in T j is at most C + b − a.
We can bound the number of different packets that a packet π may conflict with in a period as follows: Proof: Assume that at time step t a , packet π is in subtree T j and wishes to move to subtree T k , where its destination resides, so that k = j. (If π has destination node r, or at time step t a is either in r or T k , then the analysis is similar.) Assume that packet π resides in subtree T j for period R = [t a , t c ], where 1 ≤ a ≤ c < b. In order for π to conflict with some packet σ in T j , it must be that packet σ resides in T j during period R . From Lemma 5.4, the number of packets similar to σ is at most C + c − a ≤ C + b − a.
In time period [t c+1 , t b ], packet π follows a path that includes the node r and a path in the subtree T k . At the nodes of this path, packet π may conflict only with packets that have destinations in T j . From Lemma 5.1, the number of these packets is at most C. Therefore, the total number of different packets that π may conflict with during period R is at most 2C + b − a.
Consider a time period R = [t a , t b ] in which packet π is not deflected. From Lemma 5.5, it follows that during period R, packet π may conflict with at most 2C + b − a packets. Let σ be any such packet. It is easy to see that σ will conflict at most once with π during period R (otherwise, packet π and σ would meet at two nodes at two different time steps during R, and this would imply that there are two different paths connecting the two nodes, which is impossible). Using this observation, we now prove: Lemma 5.6 Consider a time step t i , where 1 ≤ i ≤ τ − 2D, at which packet π is in high priority. The probability that packet π reaches its destination in subsequent time steps without deflections is at least 1/2.
Proof: From Lemma 5.3, π has depth at most D. The destination of π also has depth at most D (since the original paths have length at most D and cross node r). Hence, at time step t i the current path π has length at most 2D. Now, consider time period R = [t i , t i+2D−1 ]. If during R packet π is not deflected (including time step t i+2D−1 ), then it successfully reaches its destination node.
Since packet π has high priority, it can be deflected only by other packets of high priority. Any other packet σ has only one chance to deflect packet π. This chance is given to packet σ with probability at most p: first packet σ increases its priority with probability p on its last deflection, and then it is on a collision course with packet π. From Lemma 5.5, we have that the number of packets in a similar situation to that of σ is at most 2C + i + 2D − 1 − i = 2C + 2D − 1 ≤ 2(C + D). Therefore, the probability that packet π will be deflected by any of these packets is at most 2(C + D)p = 2(C + D)/(4(C + D)) = 1/2. Thus, with probability at least 1/2, no packet will deflect packet π.
Using Lemma 5.6, we obtain: Lemma 5.7 It a packet π gets deflected at time step t i , 1 ≤ i ≤ τ − 2D − 1, then the probability that in subsequent time steps packet π reaches the destination node without deflections is at least p/2.
Proof: After the packet is deflected at time step t i , it becomes a high priority packet at time step t i+1 with probability p. From Lemma 5.6, we know that packet π is not deflected until it reaches its destination with probability at least 1/2. Thus, after the deflection, packet π will have high priority and will reach its destination without deflections with probability at least p/2.
From Lemma 5.7, we have that every time a packet is deflected, it has a chance to increase its priority and reach its destination without deflections. We next estimate how many times a packet gets deflected in a particular time period. Proof: Let a denote the number of times that π moves forward and b the number of times it is deflected, up to (and including) time step t x−1 , then a + b = x − 1. Every time that the packet moves forward its distance to the destination decreases, while every time it moves backward the distance increases. Let d x denote the distance of π from its destination at time step t x . We have that
We know that d x ≥ 1 (since π is in the network at time step t x ), and that d 1 ≤ D, since in the original path of π the distance from its destination is at most
Next we compute the probability that packet π reaches its destination in phase φ .
Lemma 5.9 Packet π reaches its destination in phase φ with probability at least 1 − 1/(n 2 lg 2n).
Proof: Consider the time period R = [t 1 , t τ −2D−1 ], and suppose that π did not reach its destination yet. From Lemma 5.8, we have that π is deflected at least x = (τ − 2D − 1 − D)/2 = 8(C + D)(2 lg n + lg lg 2n) times in period R. From Lemma 5.7, it follows that every time the packet is deflected in period R it has probability at least p/2 to reach its destination without further deflection. In other words, packet π fails to reach its destination without deflection with probability at most 1 − p/2. Therefore, π fails to reach its destination after x deflections with probability at most (1 − p/2) x . ‡ We have that, Thus, packet π reaches its destination in phase φ with probability at least 1 − 1/(n 2 lg 2n).
Now, we consider all packets Π in phase φ .
Lemma 5.10
The probability that all packets in Π are absorbed in phase φ is at least 1 − 1/(n lg 2n).
Proof: From Lemma 5.9, any particular packet of Π reaches its destination with probability at least 1 − 1/(n 2 lg 2n). Thus, a packet will not reach its destination with probability at most 1/(n 2 lg 2n). The number of packets in Π is at most n (each node in the network injects at most one packet). By the union bound, the probability that one of these packets does not make it to the destination in phase φ is at most n · 1/(n 2 lg n) = 1/(n lg 2n). Subsequently, all the packets make it to the destination with probability at least 1 − 1/(n lg 2n).
Corollary 5.11 For 0 ≤ ≤ m, if P −1 holds, then P holds with probability at least 1 − 1/(n lg 2n). ‡ Note that each deflection is treated as an independent event for reaching the destination node. We can do this because we have computed the p/2 lower bound for this probability for the worst possible scenario for each deflection. The consideration of the dependencies between deflections cannot possibly decrease the p/2 lower bound for each deflection.
We are now ready to show that properties P hold with high probability: Lemma 5.12 For 0 ≤ ≤ m, P holds with probability at least 1 − ( + 1)/(n lg 2n).
Proof: Let P i be the complementary event to P i . Then P r[P i ] = P r[P i ∩ P i−1 ] + P r[P i ∩ P i−1 ]. P r[P i ∩ P i−1 ] = P r[P i |P i−1 ]P r[P i−1 ] ≤ P r[P i |P i−1 ], P r[P i ∩ P i−1 ] ≤ P r[P i−1 ], so, using Corollary 5.11 we have that P r[P i ] ≤ 1/(n lg 2n) + P r[P i−1 ]. Since P 0 ≤ 1/(n lg 2n), the claim now follows by an easy induction.
From Lemma 5.12 and the fact that m ≤ lg n, we obtain the following corollary:
Corollary 5.13 P m holds with probability at least 1 − 1/n.
Since m ≤ lg n and τ = O((C + D) lg n), Corollary 5.13 implies that with probability at least 1 − 1/n, all packets are absorbed by time step τ · (m + 1) ≤ κ(C + D) lg 2 n, for some constant κ ≈ 33. Thus we have:
Theorem 5.14 With probability at least 1−1/n, the routing time of Randomized is bounded by κ(C+D) lg 2 n, for some constant κ > 0.
Conclusions
We gave two hot-potato routing algorithms for trees. The deterministic algorithm is appropriate for trees whose degree is bounded by a constant and achieves routing time O(rt * · lg n). The randomized algorithm is appropriate for arbitrary trees and achieves routing time O(rt * · lg 2 n) with high probability. In both cases, rt * refers to the minimum possible routing time achievable by any routing algorithm (with or without buffers) for the given sources and destinations. These are the first hot-potato algorithms known for trees whose routing time is within logarithmic factors from optimal.
